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Which states do you have to quarantine after visiting
Many of the credit card offers appearing on the site are from credit card companies from which ThePointsGuy.com receives a refund. This compensation can affect how and where the products appear on this site (including, for example, the order in which they appear). This site does not include all credit card companies or any credit card offers
available. For more information, please consult our advertising information page. Editorial note: The opinions expressed here are by the author, not those of any bank, credit card issuer, airlines or hotel chain, and have not been reviewed, approved or otherwise approved by any of these entities. President Obama has made real estate titles recently
when it was announced that he intends to move to a nine-bedroom building in the posh Washington, D.C., Kalorama neighborhood at the end of his second term. While Obama's new excavations, of course, will be off-limits for the public, there are many houses of former presidents who are actually open to visitors. We rounded five such properties,
ranging from a Victorian 18th century stunner to a country plantation in West Virginia, which offer a dose of both architectural and political history. Photo: Barry Winiker/Getty Images Martin Van BurenFollowing defeat for a second presidential term, Martin Van Buren returned to his native Kinderhook, New York, where he lived in a Georgian house
called Lindenwald. Serve as a residence and as a farm, the property has orchards, meadows, ponds and a formal garden. nps.govPhoto: Rick Gerharter/Getty Images James MadisonBuilt on 2,650 acres of rolling, the famous Montpelier residence of James Madison and the gardens boast a breathtaking view of the Blue Ridge Mountains, lush gardens, a
cemetery and a temple (where you think the former presidentcontemplated democracy). Fun fact: She was in the old second-floor library of the house where Madison was preparing for the Constitutional Convention. montpelier.org Photos: Dennis K. Johnson/Getty Johnson/Gettyrooseveltninety miles north of new york city is the former opulent house
of the 32nd president of america. called springwood, the property of hyde park in federal style was, outside the white house, the house of life of roosevelt and is also its burial place. nps.govPhoto: bob Stefko/Getty imagesgeorge Washington the planting house of the first American president, mount vernon is located in the city of the same name
virginia, only 18 miles from the district of columbia. the massive property boasts the English villa of 11,028 square feet of Washington, a stone mill, and a whisky distillery, which was, at the time of construction, the largest of america. Mountvernon.org photo: mark Harris/Getty images mark edward harrisbenjamin harrisonbenjamin Harrison—the
23rd president and niece of the ninth president of the country, william henry harrison, experienced many pivotal moments of his campaign on this property of Indianpolis. designed by h. brandt, the Victorian brick house of 10,000 square meters is where harrison learned of his appointment and, later, his election to the presidency.
Presidentbenjaminharrison.org courtesy photo: ronpaulrevolt2008/Flickr the arrest of COVID-19 forced the entire country to take refuge in their homes. Many people are suffering physically, economically and mentally, and celebrities want everyone to know that they are not different — except they are totally. to hang out in disprawling of palaces that
somehow feel like prison cells to suffer inconceivable boredom on fully equipped properties, atrocities endured by the rich and famous ask us if some celebs could be more out of contact with reality. take a look at the hilarious ways they tried to prove that they are "just like all the others". a lot of families are struggling to face a job at home, full time
with children whothey need to be home. Kim Kardashian, however, does not have too much on his plate — he has too little! You areto the media how bored - and how there is nothing to do for his children. courtesy photo: @KimKardashian/Twitter Ah, yes, those poor children are stuck in a multimillion-dollar house on about 1.5 acres of land. They must
go crazy with one pool and a personal frozen yogurt machine at their disposal. How will they stay busy? British singer and composer Sam Smith attempted to connect with their fans by posting "cast quarantine stages" on their Instagram page. It consists of a series of photos with Smith shattering in crocodile tears. It's super relatable, isn't it? courtesy
photo: @samsmith/Twitter Well, maybe it would have been relatable if Smith wasn't quarantined in a 12 million dollar London house when they published the photos. Their place of launch on the quarantine struggle was intended to be fun, but it just underlined how far celebs removed as they are from the real COVID-19 struggles led to many fans. At
the end of March, a shift of well-known celebrities decided to work together and create a self-assembly singing "Imagine" by John Lennon. This included people like Will Farrell, Gal Gadot, Natalie Portman and Jimmy Fallon, to name a few. Gadot preached that "we're all together" when he posted the video, but that's not what the spectators felt.
Courtesy photos: On Demand Entertainment/YouTube Instead, it seemed to many as a gaggle of privileged and rich people totally missing the gravity of the situation. "Imagining any possession?" This is an imminent reality for many Americans, but not for just one of them! Many fans have been insulted. Before appointing his son something that sounds
like a mathematical equation gone awry, billionaire entrepreneur Elon Musk posted a tweet that polarized the masses. Musk was known to have some controversial opinions in the past, but calling panic on a "dumb"global has passed all. Complimentary photo: @elonmusk/Twitter Many Americans face unemployment, dealing withloved ones or live in
fear with immune deficits or pre-existing conditions have been rightly raged. It is easy for Musk to call the stupid coronavirus panic when it has no reason to worry. After all, he has enough money to buy his hospital and stay home for the rest of his life! We wonder if someone's worried about telling him that all that money won't save him if he's one of
the unfortunate ones. Pauly D is best known for his role in the Jersey Shore success series, but now he's getting the attention for his "square barbetta". The star posted a photo of her new style in her uncontaminated home gym on Twitter and received a lot of shocked comments. courtesy photo: @DJPaulyD/Twitter Instead of posting on the many fights
caused by the virus, he just shared a selfie of his facial hair! The rest of us all look like crazy scientists, but his well-insulated hair (including his chiseled strap) is really troubling for all the wrong reasons. The fight is not real for you, Pauly. Drake was not shy of publishing photos and videos of his huge Toronto residence. Recently, she decided to jump
into quarantine bandwagon and show just how she is facing - and it seems she is facing pretty well. courtesy photo: Ferris Rafauli/YouTube The singer crossed her private basketball court, complete with what looks like a wall-mounted television screen. The caption reads "My life for the next, however long." It is a cry away from a quarantine
experience of a normal guy published on the lumpy living room sofa. Madonna took her Instagram during the quarantine to share her thoughts on the virus. He said that he is "the great egalist," noting that he "discriminates" and "no matter how rich you are" or "how famous you are." The kicker? He said all this while relaxing in a tub irrigated with
pink petals. courtesy photo:Tonight/YouTube It certainly does not seem that the coronavirus is "the great equalizer" when the poor and andThey're disinherited more. Our Lady should not be concerned with health insurance, unemployment, access to tests or even flower exhaustion for existing bathing sessions. Justin Bieber and Kendall Jenner
reflected on their privilege in a live facetime recording, but they didn't sit well with many spectators. Bieber and Jenner commented "as they are blessed" and as "many people at this moment have a gross situation." courtesy photo: Miss Charlotte Lawrence/YouTube But then the singer continued to say that they can't feel bad for what they worked
and "only we who take the time to recognize that there are people who are really stunned is important." Perhaps this is true for you, Biebs, but your reflection time is not doing much to help the rest of us. actress Jaime King shared a poem about her social media thanking Coronavirus. He didn't write poetry, so he can't take all the blame, but the fans
were still popping up big. Some of the lines of the poem include "Thank you for all fear... Thank you for the unity among all of us." courtesy photo: Stephen Busken/Contour RA/Getty Images while Jaime King thanked the coronavirus, many less private Americans were dying. His intention was presumably to underline that being forced to slow down
and focus each other has a positive side, but he came out as insensitive and naive. Needless to say, he erased the post. Disney came with a fun way for families to spend time with his Disney Singalong family and has already released more editions. The first special celebrity featured Christina Aguilera singing a "karaoke" version of "Can You Feel the
Love Tonight?" from The Lion King. courtesy photo: ABC/YouTube When we sing karaoke, it is usually a very sloppy version that we hope never makes way inWatching Aguilera take a quick step to a Disney classic was a sweet reminder for us to keep our song insideof our showers. Many people blocked in quarantine are helped to cut their hair. You
may not actually need a haircut, too, but it seems to have taken as something to do that does not involve the TV or computer screen — and celebrities are not immune to desire. Photo Courtesy: @hilaryduff / Instagram Hilary Duff went all out with its hair transformation at home in a photo that posted on Instagram. Her long blonde hair was suddenly
short and bright blue! It is not clear how this Duff did on its own, but surely puts other attempts at hairdressers at home of shame. It practically looks professional! When you have enough money to buy a yacht, you're probably a bit removed from the reality of the coronavirus pandemic. In these days, no one wants to see the outrageous richness
coupled with an alleged caption "which hopes that everyone is safe". But that's exactly what David Geffen did. courtesy photo: @davidgeffen/Instagram He posted those words under a photo of his $590 million yacht, where he is spending time "avoiding the virus". Isn't he such a caring man to know that his boat image is just the thing we have to pull
up before we donate our masks for a meal? While many schools in the United States were closing and families were preparing to stay at home for the near future, the lost actress Evangeline Lilly was just doing #businessasusual. His Instagram post featured a cup of tea and a caption explaining that he had just left his children for the gymnastics field.
Don't worry! They washed their hands before they came in. courtesy photo: @evangelinelillyofficial/Instagram Lilly received many criticisms for this in the comments, but she returned with a long excuse in the following post. At that time, his children were safeThe Chrissy Teigen model has a strong presence on Twitter, something his fans usually go
crazy about, but this time he might have put his foot in the mouth. You tweeted that its current comfortThe quarantine was ordering the clam chowder from Boston. Speak of privilege! courtesy photo: Walt Disney Television/Flickr The tweet fell particularly flat, thanks to the many companies across the country who were closing and firing workers at
the same time Teigen was paying the upper dollar to get the soup shipped to his door. Ops! Teigen tweeted "Correction: Do not order soup." No celebrities seem to be safe to embarrass themselves when it comes to coronavirus. Ellen DeGeneres, sitting in front of large windows framed by green, said that living in quarantine is like being in prison!
Sure. Ellen, your million-dollar house is like a prison. It makes you want to commit some crime, right? courtesy photo: TheEllenShow The comment came under even more fire, given the growing number of cases of COVID-19 in prisons throughout the country. Everyone knows that DeGeneres is a comedian, but it seems that he stepped forward with
this comment. It is necessary to pay particular attention not to be unthinked when there are lost lives. Good personality Scheana Shay revealed how little he knew about pandemic when he tweeted that his friends should "come to [you] for a Palm Springs quarantine!" He also said he wouldn't stop living his life. Clearly, Shay wasn't grasping the
concept of "quarantine." courtesy photo: Toglenn/Wikimedia Commons She then retired and said she was not aware of how severe pandemic was at the moment. After blaming a business trip and swearing to follow the rules of stay-at-home, she managed to cool her fans a bit. Working on a Bravo TV show clearly does not require attention to details.
Music would not be the same without the innovative rapper Sri Lankan/British M.I.A., but may have lost some fans after his tweet at the end of March: "If I have to choose the vaccineThe chip, I choose death." M.I.A. revealed essentially in a tweet that does not believe that vaccines are a good thing — during a one-timeNice move, M.I.A. courtesy
photos: Moses/Wikimedia Commons Given the controversy surrounding the subject, there is no wonder that people came after her for this post. To make things worse, a COVID-19 vaccine does not yet exist. Later he did some backtracking and clarified his claims, but the damage was done. Bette Midler claims it's like everyone else in his Twitter bio,
but that's not how the audience sees it after his tweet on kitchen appliances. He joked about finally knowing his appliances and then greeted "governments" all over the world. courtesy photo: Monica Schipper/Wire Image/Getty Images While Midler was just trying to joke about quarantine — and maybe she had some fun to be infected with simple
chores — ended up highlighting her privileged lifestyle. The virus is forcing her to make her own kitchen and clean herself - gasp! Maybe celebs should learn a lesson from Jennifer Lopez and stop posting their glamorous lifestyles during pandemic. Lopez sent a video to his son's Twitter account by delivering a bottle of Perrier to her on a hoverboard
and then jumping out of the hoverboard and their pool. courtesy photo: @jlo/Twitter The perfectly green lawn and large windows of the house behind them only added insult to injuries. After all, Lopez's less wealthy fans are struggling to hold their heads over that proverbial pool water during the pandemic. When millionaire celebrities encourage
their followers to donate their limited money, things can get ugly. Singer Pharrell Williams posted a tweet that exhorted people to donate to the "Frontline Responders Fund" but did not mention if they donated. courtesy photo: @Pharrell/Twitter Later clarified that he had, in fact, donated to the bottom, but the damage was done. Williams' followers
thought the rapper, worth150 million dollars, should be concerned to give away a piece of his wealth rather than to tell his followers, many of whom haveHe turned off during the crisis, to give away their anxious money. What's worse than watching quarantine celebrities in houses 10 times bigger than yours? Get fat-shamed from those celebrities,
that's what. The final troll of Rap 50 Cent made some unpleasant comments in a Wall Street Journal interview when he talked about his exercise routine at home. He said a lot of people wouldn't practice at home, and they'll get fat. Photo Courtesy: TigerDirect.com/ Flick At least we know what 50 Cent priorities are in this global pandemic. It will be
social space and do everything in its power to not become fat. Paradise forbids anyone should get any extra stress weight and stay at home all the time! Some celebrity posts were simply weird. Singer Sia tried to get motivational (we think?) in an image that he published on his Twitter account that showed the word "VIRUS" with the V-I-R exceeded.
That left the "US" with a period next to it. courtesy photo: @siamusic/Instagram Fans were not angry, but they were a little confused. What were you trying to say exactly Both here? A follower returned with an image of letters in the word "CORONAVIRUS" crossed to leave the word "CORN" — same idea but much less cryptic. Sometimes celebrities
miss the whole brand and let us scratch our head. Arnold Schwarzenegger came on fire after posting a Twitter video of him smoking a stogie in his hot tub. He talks about his morning cycling and training trip and then tells the Spring-breakers they have to stay at home. His point seems to be that if he can stay home, you can. courtesy photo:
@Schwarzenegger/Twitter Of course, not all have their own personal whirlpool tub to go out, Arnold, and the house is undoubtedly much more attractive when you do. Maybe he could have.a better place in his villa to deliver his message to viewers, because this video is ocited as condescending and downright annoying! and smoke while you're
sixfitness? Really, Arnold? When you're struggling to pay rent, you can't get your hands on the toilet paper and fear for your family's health, the last thing you want to see is a celebrity who tells you to relax and zen with them. In any case, the Gisele Bundchen model wants you to focus on peaceful energies. courtesy photo: @gisele/Instagram His
Instagram post shows his meditation in front of a waterfall and invites everyone to gather together in a "global meditation". It is clear that he was just trying to do some good for the world, but it is certainly not clear why he thought it was this. His fans said they didn't. Perhaps the worst thing a celebrity can do during the COVID-19 crisis is try to
make a profit from it. Alas, Rob Kardashian didn't get the memorandum. (It's a Kardashian, after all.) Instead, he advertised $30 sports facial masks his brand "Halfway Dead" in front. Do you really have to say that this is not a great phrase for the market during a pandemic? courtesy photo: @halfwaydead/Instagram The only saving grace is the
affirmation of Kardashian that will give the proceeds to the local Heart Foundation. Whether it's all the proceeds or just a part remains to be seen, although it probably doesn't matter since fans weren't passionate about this venture. In an unlucky live stream of Instagram, actress Vanessa Hudgens appeared to brush the thousands they have and will
die from coronavirus. It's a scam until July, "it looks like a group of bullsh-t," and "Yes, people will die, which is terrible, but how, inevitable?" courtesy photo: Perez Hilton/YouTube Well, maybe it's the end of Hudgens' career that will now be marked as terrible but inevitable. Of course, the singer later fumble to correct himself. He made it clear that
he didn't take the situation lightly and that he's at home, but at that point he was too late to get his words back. In athat immediately got the attention to be embarrassing and a little bitactress Priyanka Chopra was on her balcony and applauded — for nobody. It seems she was staring at the distance in what seems to be an isolated area, blocking
everything by herself for some unknown reason that she had to be shared. Courtesy photos: Bol Bollywood/YouTube Chopra should have shown his support to health workers, but it seemed so unscrupulous and unnatural that he had followers playing instead of applauding together with her. It was a good idea, Chopra, but the execution needed a little
work. Gwyneth Paltrow will certainly not allow a global pandemic to tamper with its ambition for higher sales for its brand. In fact, he posted a selfie for his business account that encouraged viewers to crawl until they bought what he wore — and those clothes were not cheap! Complimentary photo: @gwynethpaltrow/Instagram Shorts and shoes
together cost almost $1,000, something most people would not dream of spending, even without the added financial tension of the pandemic. Criticism came to pour, and Paltrow later erased the self-portrait. It's not time to push your poop, Paltrow. While many celebrities might have their hearts in the right places, they don't always know how to read
their audience. Lionel Richie proposed to recreate the song "We Are the World" for coronavirus support. If someone remembers the fundraiser of the 1980s for a hungry Africa, he received his criticism at the time, and Richie's idea for a remake did not inspire the public. Photo Courtesy: Matthias Muehlbradt/Flickr The consensus seems to be that
singing and publishing images of yourself in quarantine are not what celebrities should do right now. Most people believe that they should put their money online to help with the battle in a way that could really accomplish the results. ♪you have still taken up, there is not much a celebrity can post at this time that is going to win their brownie points
with their followers. More often than not, they simply prove that they are off roadtouch with the real problems of destruction of the life of "regular" people who support them. Photo Courtesy: Jason Merritt/Getty Images Even America's fiancée, Jennifer Aniston, posted an intentionally humorous quilt on his dog who "thinked quarantine thoughts" and
rubbed people wrongly. With its huge house and breathtaking views, the only thing that spectators saw was a rich person who sheds light on their very real and very serious COVID-19 fights. Sometimes, it's better to be quiet! Silence!
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